[Infantile haemangioma: When investigation is necessary and current therapeutic developments].
Infantile haemangioma (IH) is the most frequent benign tumour seen in children. In most cases, diagnosis is made chiefly on clinical grounds, and because the condition tends to subside naturally within several years and without any major sequelae, therapeutic abstention is the rule. However, a number of additional investigations may be necessary: where the clinical picture is atypical or potentially confusing, where the condition may affect adjacent or remote structures, in screening for associated anomalies in certain syndromal forms which practitioners must be able to recognise. Such investigations facilitate therapeutic indications for forms of haemangioma likely to lead to complications. The most important recent therapeutic development has been the discovery of the spectacular efficacy of beta-blockers (propranolol) upon the development kinetics of infantile haemangioma, greatly transforming the prognosis for these haemangiomas at risk.